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ecent years have seen near exponential growth in knowledge regarding genetic and genomic variation as more
genomes have been sequenced, and corresponding advances
and economies of scale in sequencing and genotyping technologies have reduced their relative costs. In parallel with
these developments, discoveries of genes contributing to
monogenic and complex diseases have rapidly advanced, and
bioinformatics databases and software relating to the collection and analysis of genetic data have increased in number,
size, and scope. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),
comprising the most abundant type of genetic variation, are
now the principal raw material underlying most genetic
studies and databases. Although other types of variation,
including indels, microsatellites, copy number variants, and
epigenetic markers remain important to consider and can
impact disease, SNPs are largely the easiest to ascertain and
the most useful and widely applied markers in genetic studies
in the modern age.
Researchers and clinician-researchers are confronted with
a dizzying array of software choices and increasingly large
and complex datasets and databases relating to SNPs, sometimes working without assistance from a geneticist or a
bioinformatician to help guide them. The principle aim of this
review is to provide a comprehensive overview of available
bioinformatics resources relating to human genetics research,
with an emphasis on SNP-centered resources. The review
also provides a resource for students seeking an introduction
to SNP genetics resources and for wet laboratory molecular
biologists conducting SNP-centered research who want to
expand their knowledge on ways to apply SNP tools and
databases. A number of important issues that affect users and
developers of SNP bioinformatics resources are discussed
throughout along with practical examples.
Although many of the resources described have relevance
and origins in the study of nonhuman species, this review
focuses on human clinical applications. The review discusses
basic SNP bioinformatics issues, critical databases and their
uses, basic strategies and queries using APOE examples,
software and tools relating to association studies, the prediction and validation of functional SNPs, and miscellaneous
SNP resources. The focus is primarily on academic resources

that are widely available. Supplemental Table IV provides
URL links for all resources described in the text sections in
order of their appearance. Readers are encouraged to download the Data Supplement which contains nearly half of the
full review article text including sections on practical examples relating to APOE and functional SNP prediction. Key
abbreviations and definitions often encountered in this article
and other SNP-related articles, databases, and informatics
tools are given in the Table.

Basic SNP Bioinformatics Issues
There was a time when the existence of a reliable, comprehensive, centralized, and public resource on genetic variation
was uncertain. That time passed with the progressive development of the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI’s) dbSNP into the definitive resource for this purpose,
and its integration with other popular resources.1 However,
even with the establishment of reliable databases, there are a
number of central issues to SNP bioinformatics that still exist.
These issues can create problems for both users and designers
of SNP tools and databases. A core issue is the need for
updates to SNP databases or tools to keep up with current
information and discoveries of new variants, which dbSNP
addresses through periodic, sequentially numbered releases
(called “builds”). Any user of SNP resources should be aware
of when those resources were developed and last updated. In
some cases, it will be important to tailor input information to
software to a particular SNP database build.
A desirable feature in tracking SNP-related information
would be to have a unique identifier associated with each
SNP, which does not change over time and would be
universally applied in all databases and publications. Identifiers known as reference SNP identifiers (SNPids), or rsIDs,
exist in dbSNP and partially address the issue of unique
identifiers, also including identifiers for indels and repeat
polymorphisms. However, as dbSNP grew because of additional submissions of SNP discoveries and improved mapping of SNPs to a more complete reference sequence, it was
realized that in some cases multiple rsIDs referred redundantly to the same SNP, resulting in the need to merge alias
rsIDs. The result is that depending on when an article was
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SNP-Associated Abbreviations and Terminology Used Within Literature and Databases

aeSNP (allelic expression SNP): a SNP shown to affect gene expression through AE assay
cSNP (coding SNP): a SNP within the coding region of a gene
eSNP (expression SNP): a SNP that affects the expression of a gene, either putatively or functionally ascertained
nSNP, nsSNP (nonsynonymous SNP): a SNP within a protein codon that results in an amino acid change and may result in a frameshift. Abbreviations may also
refer to nonsense SNPs (see below)
ncSNP (noncoding SNP): a SNP not within a coding region
rSNP (regulatory SNP): a SNP lying in a gene regulatory region or affecting regulatory function
sSNP (synonymous or “silent” SNP): a SNP within a protein codon that does not result in an amino acid change
srSNP (structural regulatory SNP): a SNP that affects the gene mRNA products through expression, splicing, or differential selection of gene isoforms
AIM (ancestry informative marker): a marker used in discerning ancestral groups
Ancestral allele: the allele that is believed to predate others in a lineage of sequences
Ascertainment bias: a phenomenon whereby sampling fewer chromosomes tends to underestimate the true proportion of rarer variants in a larger population
cis SNP, cis-acting SNP: a SNP that lies in cis to the region that it affects
Conserved SNP: a SNP that lies within a conserved sequence region across species or other meaningful groupings
Downloaded from http://circgenetics.ahajournals.org/ by guest on June 22, 2017

Conservative SNP: a SNP in the coding region that does not result in an amino acid change or disruption
dbSNP: the largest database of SNP information (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/)
Downstream SNP: a SNP that lies in a position that is 3⬘ of the referent object (eg, gene, intron)
Duplicon SNP: a SNP that lies within a segmental duplication or other region of high sequence homology repeated in a genome, making it difficult to determine
if a SNP is a true positive, false positive or indicative of copy number variation
EST SNP: a SNP that was discovered from or lies within an expressed sequence tag
Frameshift SNP: a SNP resulting in a shift in the reading frame of a gene
Functional SNP: a SNP that has been shown in vitro and/or in vivo to exert a functional affect, or in some usages for which there is putative evidence indicating
an effect on function
GWAS: genome-wide association study, currently largely SNP based
Imputed SNP: a SNP that has not been directly genotyped but is rather inferred within the specified study sample based on extended genotype information in a
subset of the study sample or more often in a distinct study sample
IUPAC code: a code that allows ambiguous specification of SNP alleles with single characters, eg, R⫽A or G
LD (linkage disequilibrium): a measure of correlation between markers, including SNPs
LSDB (locus-specific database): a targeted data source of information on variation for a locus
MAF: (minor allele frequency) of a variant in a population sample
Monoallelic SNP: a SNP for which only one allele is observed in a database or population sample
MNP (multinucleotide polymorphism): eg, AC⬍⬎CT, ATG⬍⬎GTG⬍⬎del
Multimapped SNP: a SNP that physically maps to multiple regions of the genome
Nonconservative SNP: a SNP that results in an amino acid change or disruption
Nonsense SNP: a SNP that results in a premature termination codon possibly triggering nonsense-mediated decay
Promoter SNP: a SNP that lies within the promoter region of a gene
Pseudoautosomal SNP: a SNP that maps to a pseudoautosomal region or regions of the X and Y chromosomes that exhibit high sequence homology and
demonstrates autosomal inheritance patterns
Putative SNP: a “candidate” SNP that is suspected or predicted to exert a functional/biological effect, or in other uses a predicted and unvalidated SNP based on
initial results (eg, sequence clustering)
RNA editing: a process whereby DNA nucleic acids in cells are modified to other nucleic acids in mRNA, tRNA, and rRNA, which can be incorrectly interpreted to
represent the presence of a DNA SNP
rsID (reference SNP ID no.): a SNP identifier assigned by dbSNP
Quad-allelic SNP: a SNP for which all 4 possible nucleotides are observed within a database or population
Somatic SNP: a SNP whose origin is in nongerm line cells, for example in cancer cells
SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism): in common definition, a single nucleotide variant observed at MAF ⱖ1% within a species population. In practice, SNPs
may be variants with MAF ⬍1% and may be a subpart of a complex variant (eg, an indel containing SNPs). SNP identifiers (rsIDs) may be assigned to indels,
repeats, and even copy number variants
SNP masking: a process whereby SNP positions within sequences are “masked” in a variety of ways
Trans SNP, trans-acting SNP: a SNP that lies in trans to the region that it affects
Tri-allelic SNP: a SNP for which 3 nucleotide alleles are observed within a database or population
Typed SNP: a SNP that has been genotyped within the specified study sample or database
Upstream SNP: a SNP that lies in a position that is 5⬘ of the referent object (eg, gene, intron)
UTR SNP: a SNP that lies in a gene (5⬘ or 3⬘) untranslated region
Validated SNP: a SNP that has been validated by a specified approach(es) within a database or study
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published or software was designed, a query using a particular rsID may be unsuccessful if aliases for that SNP are not
taken into account. Tables that detail such historic merges are
available from dbSNP. A Web-based tool, SNAP, takes
aliasing into account and also has a feature that allows users
to translate lists of rsIDs between current and historic dbSNP
builds.2
Some SNP bioinformatics tools and databases are only
queryable through gene identifiers. Gene identifiers also
suffer from potential aliasing and versioning problems. Users
can consult the HUGO gene nomenclature committees’ online resource (http://genenames.org/) to translate their queries
if necessary.3 Finally, SNP databases and bioinformatics tools
do grow obsolete and sometimes are no longer stably maintained at the original URL. This can be due to lack of utility,
interest, additional funding support, or simply because the
resource migrated to a different URL or was rereleased under
a new name or version.4 The next sections discuss specific
SNP databases and strategies and considerations for their use
and navigation.

SNP Databases

There are ⬎800 databases of human genetic variation but
only a few central databases that are most widely used. These
data sources can be split into a few categories, including (1)
common genetic variation; (2) rare genetic variation (discussed in the online-only Data Supplement); and (3) databases of variation with additional functional or curated
information added or integrated.

Databases of Common Genetic Variation
The largest database of common genetic variation is the
NCBI’s dbSNP,1 created after the Human Genome Project
discovered a significant number of common variants. dbSNP
has grown exponentially in its lifetime, at the time of this
submission encompassing information on ⬇18.4 million
human variants and ⬇34.9 million variants in ⬎30 other
species. With few exceptions, the other databases, bioinformatics tools, and experiments described in this review rely
heavily on the underlying information from dbSNP. The
database provides a central, freely available resource for tasks
including but not limited to (1) mapping known variation to
the human genome; (2) providing identifiers for known and
novel variants; (3) ascertaining known variation within or
around a gene and estimating the functional effects of
variants; (4) designing assays to measure specific variants;
(5) estimating prior support and validity that a variant, truly
exists; and (6) estimating population allele frequencies of a
variant in a variety of populations. The dbSNP variants are
mapped to the genome and included in genome browsers
(NCBI, University of Southern California Santa Cruz, and
European Molecular Biology Laboratory), allowing users to
integrate SNP information relatively easily with other features of genome annotation. dbSNP also features haplotype
predictions, snpBLAST that allows users to query sequences
against dbSNP, and targeted databases, including dbMHC,
dbLRC and dbRBC. Information on individual SNPs can be
retrieved, including gene-related annotation, information on
sample assay types and validation, the SNP submitters, and

allele frequencies in measured populations. Batch querying of
many SNPs and download of all information in dbSNP is also
available.
Another database of central importance to SNP bioinformatics is the International HapMap project. The HapMap
project began as a collaborative effort to comprehensively
survey allele frequency and linkage disequilibrium (LD)
patterns among common human genetic variants across
worldwide populations, and it now provides a critical platform of information for large-scale genetic association projects. The project has now progressed through 3 phases: phase
I5, phase II,6 and phase III. The phase III data release of
HapMap currently contains information for ⬇1.6 million
SNPs in 1115 samples from 11 worldwide populations,
assayed on DNA derived from immortalized lymphoblastoid
cell lines. This genotype information is available for download and can be viewed through the HapMap browser, other
genome browsers and within dbSNP records. The HapMap
information is valuable in a range of uses including but not
limited to validating the presence and relative allele frequency of many SNPs in the genome, estimating and delineating haplotype blocks, estimating recombination rates and
hotspots, providing the basis for genotype imputation, guiding selection of SNPs for genome-wide arrays, and providing
reference samples for genotype assay design and in vitro
experiments. An initiative underway, the 1000 Genomes
Project, aims to sequence ⬎1000 individual human genomes,
including many HapMap samples. This project began releasing data in 2009 and will provide an even deeper resource on
human genetic variation, not only capturing common variation but also discovering more rare variation than ascertained
in earlier HapMap phases.
The HapMap and dbSNP provide a view of worldwide
similarities and differences in allele frequency of human
variation. There are a number of databases aimed at characterizing variation within or across human populations, including the Japanese SNP database,7 the ThaiSNP database, the
Taiwan-Han Chinese SNP database, SNP@ethnos,8 the
CEPH genotype database and ALFRED.9 Many of these
databases rely completely on or extend on SNP information
from dbSNP and HapMap. ALFRED is notable because,
although it contains information for only ⬇18,000 variants, it
has the most diverse sample encompassing ⬎680 populations. Databases reporting on diverse samples have a variety
of potential uses, including estimating expected population
control frequencies for SNPs of interest, deriving power
calculations for SNP studies, and estimating population
ancestry measures.
Users of the common SNP databases that are mentioned
above have multiple options to retrieve and organize SNPcentered information, often starting with simple downloads or
tools available at the source websites. A number of “marts”
allow relatively fast retrieval of SNPs that meet user-defined
criteria (eg, population minor allele frequency thresholds),
including (1) HapMart at the HapMap website; (2) BioMart
developed by the OiCR and EBI; (3) SPSmart10; and (4)
Genome Variation Server at National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute. Given a list of SNPs, a user can also conduct a
“batch retrieval” from dbSNP to retrieve information avail-
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able there. The UCSC Genome Browser also features easy
viewing and downloading of SNP-centered information. For
more complex SNP queries, BioMart or the Table Browser at
the UCSC Genome Browser provides potential solutions.
Although BioMart is currently limited to an older dbSNP
version, it can provide filtering based on SNP validation
status and SNP function (eg, all stop codon SNPs in the
genome). The UCSC Table Browser allows users to construct
open-ended queries based on UCSC annotations, for instance:
retrieving all SNPs that are found in human micro-RNAs, all
SNPs in conserved transcription factor– binding sites, or all
SNPs found in Affymetrix U133 gene expression array
probes. These queries are performed based on the relational
data tables that underlie the UCSC Genome Browser annotation tracks. For individuals with interest in deeper analyses,
most of the major databases of common variation (eg,
dbSNP, HapMap, UCSC) include an option to download all
data with minimal restrictions on use. An important consideration in any SNP informatics project is that each SNP data
source contains potential ascertainment biases.

Additional Databases and Data Sources
There are a range of resources that provide useful information
relating to specific variants, often integrating information
from the literature, or multiple databases or datasets. The
OMIM database is an excellent example, combining expert
curated summaries of the literature with information on
allelic variants and searchable by SNP identifier. The Human
Genome Epidemiology Navigator provides flexible mechanisms to query for genetic associations in the literature based
on phenotypes (Phenopedia) or genes (Genopedia).11 Similarly,
the Genetic Association Database at the National Institutes of
Health also provides a resource to search ⬎40 000 association
studies through many mechanisms, providing information for
some studies on populations studied, statistical associations with
specific variants, and study conclusions.
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) based on largescale SNP genotyping have resulted in the generation and
analysis of a previously unprecedented scale of data in the
genetics literature, with ⬎350 estimated GWAS published at
this time and billions of genotypes analyzed. A number of
recent efforts have made available access to an extended,
albeit rather incomplete, proportion of GWAS results. The
most extensive and centralized resource to date is NCBI’s
database of genotypes and phenotypes (dbGAP), although
access to many results requires formal application. Separately, a list of top results from GWAS studies is currently
maintained by the National Human Genome Research Institute. Another resource, HGVbaseG2P, an expansion of the
previous HGVbase,12 provides an informatics structure and
“mart” for querying GWAS results with some restrictions. A
number of available catalogs of GWAS scans for association
with gene expression are publicly available and are highlighted in the Data Supplement.
We recently published a survey of the characteristics of top
GWAS results and created an open access database of
⬎56 000 SNP associations based on available results from
118 GWAS representing scans for ⬎400 phenotypes.13 The
survey not only indicated that there may be significant
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insights to be made by open sharing of such genomic results,
particularly by allowing them to be annotated in a standardized fashion to allow for additional analyses, but also showed
that many investigators have chosen to share extensive
results. At the same time, a recent effort revealed that it may
be possible to identify the presence of individual participants
in a cohort given availability of GWAS results, which has
prompted caution and even retraction of the release of such
results, particularly where the results included information on
population allele frequencies.14
This raises important issues not always at the forefront in
bioinformatics practice, namely ethical, social, and legal
obligations to protect participants who have contributed data.
SNPedia is an online tool that gives people information on
risk based on their individual genotypes and an algorithm run
over information from the literature. However, such initiatives are likely premature and possibly misleading, given our
current level of understanding and the modest known risk
contribution of most SNPs present on genotyping arrays.15
Given the continued growth in large-scale genetic association
studies, the release of 1000 Genomes Project data, and the
expected imminent wave of cheaper personal sequencing,
researchers will have to struggle with ethical questions of
when and how to inform participants of genetic results, as
well as ways to protect personal information while enabling
the appropriate storage and access of large amounts of data
for research purposes.

Software for the Conduct and Interpretation of
Genetic Analysis Studies
The bulk of SNP-related software relates to genetic study design,
collection and management of genetic information, and the
statistical conduct, analysis, and interpretation of genetic studies. It is beyond the scope of this review to address the
complement of software available in this area. An excellent
online list is regularly updated, currently containing links and
information for ⬎480 programs (http://www.nslij-genetics.
org/soft/). Tools to conduct statistical genetic analyses and to
analyze LD patterns among markers and predict haplotypes
are among the most frequently developed software areas.
Here, I summarize popular and useful software and recent
developments with a focus on SNP association software
rather than linkage software. Many statistical geneticists and
bioinformaticians also implement their own code for analyses, often relying on packages in the R programming language (eg, haplo.stats_R for haplotype association analysis).
An extended version of this section highlighting additional
software is found in the Data Supplement.
A first, and sometimes last, consideration in genetic analyses is a power calculation. Although such calculations are
implemented in some genetic analysis software, an excellent
standalone site exists for this purpose: http://pngu.mgh.harvard.
edu/⬇purcell/gpc/.16 When samples and markers are determined, if prebuilt genotyping strategies are not applied, the
next step is often assay design and validation. Careful use of
software to assist in assay design and laboratory information
management systems can help reduce errors and cut genotyping costs. Many programs exist to aid in assay design for
various genotyping approaches, including some with specific
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components for SNP design: PrimerBatch3, which includes
multiple SNP assay types17 and a popular general tool
Primer3.18 Good genotyping assay design principles should
be applied when possible, including consideration of potential
confounding effects from repetitive regions, SNPs that may
hybridize to probe sequences, GC-rich regions, polynucleic
acid stretches, and potential triallelic variants. For laboratories handling high volumes of genotyping results, a laboratory
information management systems may be a desirable informatics capability.
For those undertaking GWAS analyses, an early concern is
the careful application of genotyping calling algorithms.
These algorithms have progressed over years with original
algorithms largely displaced by algorithms that demonstrate
improved accuracy. The major algorithms and software are
largely platform specific (eg, Affymetrix versus Illumina) and
in some cases array specific. Birdsuite19 supports SNP, CNV,
and CNP calling for the Affy 6.0 array. Current genotyping
algorithms applicable to Illumina arrays include Illuminus20
and GenoSNP.21 Those conducting a DNA pooling approach
to conserve samples and funds may apply pooling-specific
calling algorithms, including GenePool.22 For groups interested in integrating and managing genotype calls across
Affymetrix and Illumina platforms, Integration of Genotypes
from GeneChips (IGG) is specifically designed for this
purpose.23 Identifying overlapping SNPs and LD proxies
across commercial arrays can also be done easily with
SNAP.2
Once genotypes have been collected, cleaned, and called,
depending on the scope of the project (eg, GWAS, candidate
gene, or replication), a number of additional steps may be
taken. Calculation of straightforward population genetic measures, such as Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, may be informative. Such statistics are included in many programs or
separate routines such as SNP-Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium24
are also available. With genotypes fixed, another step can be
to examine and potentially adjust for population structure and
stratification, which can be a source of confounding in
association analyses. Implementations are available for parametric approaches (STRUCTURE25) and nonparametric approaches (EIGENSTRAT26), which have gained favor in
recent years. The PLINK whole genome association toolkit
also includes a module for correction based on identical by
state calculations for whole genome genotyping data.27 Another approach often applied in whole genome level analysis
is the use of genomic control calculations for adjustment.28
The use of inference based on measured SNP genotypes to
estimate untyped SNPs, or allele dosages, has been an active
area of development and application in recent years. Although also applicable to local and regional contexts, imputation is generally applied on a genome-wide scale. The
methods for imputation generally take similar approaches,
relying on LD relationships between SNPs in the HapMap,
and are relatively computer intensive. Popular imputation programs include MACH,29 IMPUTE,30 PLINK,27 BEAGLE,31
BimBam,32 and TUNA.33 Application of these programs to
most genome-wide genotyping datasets currently results in
estimates for ⬎2 million SNPs, increasing genomic coverage
and allowing groups with distinct starting genotyping plat-

forms to compare results or conduct meta-analysis. A review
of imputation-driven meta-analysis gives a more detailed
overview of important considerations.34 Two recent empirical
comparisons of imputation software have favored the use of
MACH, IMPUTE, and BEAGLE.35,36
When a final genotyped or imputed set of SNPs is ready,
the selection of appropriate tools for statistical association is
a critical step. The selection of software and routines is
influenced by many factors, including the nature of the
phenotypes studied, the availability and selection of covariates, the extent of missing data, family structure and pedigree
availability, cohort or case-control design, population stratification, the level of expertise of researchers involved, and
the extent to which information can be harmonized if multiple
populations or studies are combined. The implementation and
sharing of association test routines in the R programming
language is popular, with many available through Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor.org/). Many specialized genetic
analysis tools exist; I highlight only a few. The PLINK toolkit
is arguably the most comprehensive and well-documented
freely available system for conducting large-scale genetic
analysis, including options for population-based tests under
different models, family-based testing, haplotype tests, conditional tests, imputation, stratification, and annotation.34
Additional comprehensive linkage and association software
packages include Mendel,37 MERLIN,38 and Genomizer,39
GHOST40 (family-based) and GenAbel (genotype based) and
ProbAbel (imputed based) for GWAS analysis. Family-based
association tests are implemented as standalone software or
as part of larger packages, including FBAT41 and QTDT.42
Two association software packages aimed at being relatively user-friendly with Windows GUI implementations
are PowerMarker43 and FamHap.44 Combining evidence for
association across multiple studies can provide evidence for
replication of genetic effects. Considerations of power and
design in the studies, nature and harmonization of the
phenotype measurements and statistical tests, and matching
of the genetic alleles modeled and direction of effect are all
important meta-analysis considerations.34 METAL (unpublished) is widely used to conduct genetic meta-analysis
including on the genome-wide scale.
In particular, in the conduct of GWAS, where the scope of
results handled is large, there is often more informatics to do
after the primary analysis or meta-analysis is complete. One
of the critical questions that arises when a significant association signal is detected in a GWAS or other study is what
are the responsible, functional genes and variants? The peak
marker associated is likely not the functional explanation and
may even be located in or near a gene that does not have a
role in the phenotype studied. A likely scenario is that the
associated markers are in LD with one or more other markers,
known or yet unknown, that are the functional explanation for
the association signal. An immediate task is plotting results
(eg, WGAViewer,45 GWAS GUI,46 AssociationViewer47),
particularly regional LD and association plots that can be
generated with SNAP through a Web interface2 or the popular
tool, Haploview.48 Consideration of such plots can be helpful
in evaluating the approximate genomic boundaries likely to
contain functional variants. Identifying strongly associated
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variants and those in LD informs further efforts like resequencing, molecular experiments on candidate genes in the
region, and the prediction and validation of potential functional variants. The prediction of “functional SNPs” is an
active and evolving area of SNP bioinformatics. Readers are
encouraged to read the Data Supplement, which details
bioinformatics tools and servers aimed at predicting functional protein and regulatory polymorphisms, respectively,
along with important considerations for their use and interpretation. Functional prediction tools are described in detail
in Supplemental Tables I through III. Practical bioinformatics
examples are also discussed in relation to APOE variants in
the Data Supplement along with additional areas of SNP
bioinformatics, including tools relevant to sequence data,
pathway mining, and literature searching.

Conclusion
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Bioinformatics has been an integral part of genetics and
genomics since relatively early studies on the effects of
protein coding SNPs and the challenge of assembling and
annotating early genome sequences. The growth in size and
scope of SNP-related databases has been met with a growth in
bioinformatics resources, and as a result, new opportunities
for data analysis and integration have followed. The future
impact of bioinformatics on SNP-related research is likely to
continue to be great as decreased sequencing costs, technological advances, and large bio-bank projects not only lead to
further insights and opportunities but also present difficult
data management challenges.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Databases of rare genetic variation
While the databases of common variation discussed in the main text include some
variation found at <1% minor allele frequency (MAF), they were largely designed to discover
and make available SNPs with MAF ≥1%, and thus in current formats are currently underrepresentative of rarer variation and other classes of variation including indels, repeats, and
structural variants. Since rare variation requires large sample sizes to reliably ascertain, we do
not yet know the extent of rare variation in human populations and there is not yet an extensive
or unbiased database of rare human variation. The 1,000 Genomes Project is designed to
address these issues, and simulations indicate that many uncommon variants will be
discovered1. However, based on decades of research we currently do have knowledge of many
genetic variants that cause Mendelian inheritance of traits, sometimes with major clinical
implications. These variants are generally relatively rare in populations, and often ascertained in
relatively small sample sizes or pedigrees through direct sequencing approaches. Arising from a
need to share information on mutations carefully curated by the experts in specific genetic
disorders, locus-specific databases (LSDBs) were proposed and created beginning in the
1990s2. The Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS) maintains lists and URL links to
hundreds of LSDBs at its website, with a similar list and a mechanism for centralized mutation
submission available (www.centralmutations.org).
The standardization of information content in LSDBs is of particular importance given
they can be utilized in making clinical decisions. Suggested recommendations for the design,
implementation and content of LSDBs have been discussed3. Software systems have also been
designed to facilitate the creation and standardization of new LSDBs including the Leiden Open
Variation Database

4

and the Universal Mutation Database5. The standardization of mutation

nomenclature is one of the major challenges in the genetics literature and in the design and
1

maintenance of variation databases, and can be vital to making diagnostic and clinical
decisions6,7. A program called Mutalyzer does provide help for those trying to generate
standardized nomenclature for variants8, and dbSNP now contains a similar feature. The
problem is central to rare variation but extends to common variants and is exemplified by
scanning early genetics articles where the identity of a variant is often obscure, and may require
considerable targeted efforts in order to define the variant, place it in current knowledge
contexts or design assays to target it (for related strategies see APOE examples below).
A handful of databases are referred to as Central or General Mutation Databases
(CMDBs,GMDBs) and have a major focus on rare variation but also include common variant
and association literature findings. Among these is one of the oldest, most useful resources in
genetics, the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Mammals (OMIM) database. OMIM provides
extensive, curated and gene-centered information including alleles, dbSNP identifiers,
descriptions of clinical reports of phenotypes, gene origins, biochemical features and animal
models. As a result OMIM is often the first line resource of choice for researchers to gain an
understanding of the literature surrounding a particular gene. For those interested in potential
functional variation culled from the literature the Human Gene Mutation Database (HGMD)
provides a database and information on more than 80,000 variants that alter protein sequence,
splicing or other mechanisms, many of which are rare variants. HGMD does not include
mitochondrial or somatic variants. Mitochondrial variants are included in OMIM, specific LSDBs,
and a number of databases that focus on mitochondrial variants (e.g., MitoMap).

Somatic

variants are generally covered in specific LSDBs, although a few large databases exist (e.g.,
COSMIC, GAC, TP53). Researchers have commented on limitations, inconsistencies and
mistakes among sources of information on rare and pathogenic variation9-11. These cases
highlight the fundamental difficulty of establishing a definitive source on genetic variation, which
requires frequent updating, and depending on decisions about content may lack some
information that will be found at another source. From a user standpoint, this means that a
2

working knowledge of multiple data sources will likely be important to many projects11. It also
belies again the important caveat that each data source, whether focused on common or rare
variation, has its own potential ascertainment biases that may influence analyses and
interpretations, particularly surveys based on complete databases.
Recently a number of genetic testing databases have been established which provide
information on certified testing labs, along with the diseases, genes and variants they test for,
and contact information for the labs. In the United States, GeneTests provides information on
CLIA-approved labs and the variants they test. Similar databases have been established
elsewhere in the world including EuroGentest. In a recent survey of the variants in the
GeneTests database, we found that <13% of tested variants were SNPs (Johnson et al.,
unpublished results). We searched for these CLIA-tested SNPs employing a variety of
bioinformatics resources including dbSNP, OMIM, and ExPASy protein sequence annotations
along with the UCSC Blat tool to localize the precise coordinates where variants should be
annotated. We used the SNAP tool12 to account for potential alias identifiers. Overall we found
that SNP identifiers do not exist for >70% of these clinically tested SNPs (Johnson et al.,
unpublished results). This highlights the significant challenges currently faced in the description,
storage and distribution of information on rare variation where the majority of variants have not
been yet been assigned unique identifiers that map to specific sequences and locations in the
genome. Although there is hope for future improvement, for instance from the Gen2Phen project
which aims to unite LSDBs and other genetic, genomic and phenomic data sources, given the
current state of resources on rare variation, researchers should be prepared to consult with and
move between multiple data sources.

Basic SNP bioinformatics tasks and strategies
This section introduces and provides examples for a number of common SNP-related
bioinformatics tasks using the example of variants in the APOE gene. Alleles in the APOE gene
3

are among the strongest and consistently replicated common genetic associations known, with
a highly studied APOE4 gene variant (comprising two SNPs), being associated with Alzheimer’s
disease, as well as dyslipidemia and coronary artery disease. Locating a SNPid for variants of
interest is often a primary strategy to enable the gathering of more information for further tasks
(e.g., in order to obtain surrounding DNA/RNA/protein sequences to design targeted assays for
experiments, or to conduct in silico functional predictions as discussed in other sections below).
The commonly studied APOE alleles correspond to combinations of SNPs in amino acids 112
and 158 of the mature protein. Specifically, these are the E2 (Cys112, Cys158), E3 (Cys112,
Arg158), and E4 alleles (Arg112, Arg158). One of the first line resources for locating SNPids is
a search of dbSNP. In the case of APOE a search of dbSNP (Build 130 version) for SNPs in the
coding region does not reveal any variants listed at positions 112 or 158, but instead shows
substitutions encoding Cys or Arg changes at positions 50, 130, 163, and 176. This case
provides an excellent example of typical problems that can be encountered in searching for
genetic variants in databases – they may often be named in the literature and even databases
by something other than a SNPid or amino acid position, and may be joined with other SNPs in
named (e.g., APOE “E2 Christchurch”) or numbered (e.g., APOE*4) alleles or haplotypes.
Furthermore, even when a position is given for a genetic variant it may refer to a position within
a particular sequence, transcript or protein isoform, of which there can be one to many per
gene. Relying on genome coordinates, if available, to identify SNPs in data or genome browsers
has the potential pitfall that as the human genome reference sequence has been filled in and
changed (e.g., most recently from Build 35 to Build 36) the relative coordinates of SNPs have
also changed. If old coordinates are known for a SNP(s), the UCSC LiftOver tool can be used to
map to the coordinates to the current genome framework. Thus, a search of multiple data
sources may be required to locate information on target variants.
In this case, dbSNP reports variants relative to their position in the premature APOE
protein isoform. An invaluable source of information on protein isoforms, their cleavage and
4

primary genetic variants is the ExPASy/Swiss-prot/UniProt database, which is searchable by
gene/protein ID. A search of the ExPASy database for human APOE indicates the first 18 Nterminal amino acids of APOE are a signal peptide that is cleaved to form the mature protein,
thus designating the 112 and 158 amino acid positions referred to by the E2/E3/E4
nomenclature. Combining this information one can infer that the variants in dbSNP at positions
130 (rs429358) and 176 (rs7412) refer to the variants of interest for E2, E3 and E4 alleles.
Another strategy for locating or verifying the identity and localization of genetic variants
is to use primary sequence information for the variants, or amplicons or oligonucleotide primers
targeting them, and run a search for matches against the annotated genome. Referring to an
article the following sequences are found surrounding the APOE4 alleles, for positions 112 and
158

respectively:

“ATGGAGGACGTGTGCGGCCGCCTGGTG“

and

“GACCTGCAGAAGCGCCTGGCAGTGTAC“13. While many tools could be used to match these
sequences against the human genome, including a SNPblast tool from dbSNP, one of the most
rapid and effective strategies is to employ UCSC Genome’s BLAT tool14 to visualize perfect or
near-perfect sequence matches against the genome. For sequences of length ~20 nucleotides
or more BLAT has a high probability of finding matches against the genome, and has the added
advantage of being able to match across exon boundaries for RNA and protein sequences. A
perfect or near-perfect match is expected in most cases, but the presence of mismatches
between query sequences and the reference genome may occur due to polymorphisms.
Multiple perfect, near-perfect or partial matches to the genome may reveal false positive SNPs,
or “duplicons”, SNPs within repetitive regions, or SNPs that legitimately map to multiple regions
(e.g., the pseudoautosomal region), any of which may be a concern for researchers. In such
cases, the quality of SNP alignments to the genome can be checked via a dbSNP weighting
score that can be accessed by clicking on individual SNPs within the UCSC Genome Browser.
In this case copying, pasting and querying the sequences above in BLAT reveals single perfect
matches to the APOE gene, and clicking “browser”, with SNP annotation tracks selected,
5

reveals the SNPids rs429358 and rs7412 align perfectly to the query sequences as expected.
Clicking on the individual SNPs reveals more information including perfect alignment weighting
scores for these SNPs along with relevant links.
Retrieving DNA, RNA or protein sequence containing variants is often a next step to
executing further bioinformatics tasks like primer design for assays, or predicting potential
functional consequences of polymorphisms like disruption of splicing, transcription factor
binding, protein structure or post-translational modification. A variety of approaches exist to
retrieve sequence around variants. In the BLAT queries executed above for APOE variants, or
by entering the rsIDs (rs429358, rs7412) into UCSC Genome Browser, we arrive at a
convenient graphical view of the sequence around the variants of interest. Clicking “zoom out”
buttons or entering expanded genome coordinates allows us to view a larger piece of
surrounding genome sequence. By clicking “DNA” at the top of the UCSC Genome Browser
window one can obtain the reference genome DNA sequence corresponding to the region
shown in the graphical window. The output can be tailored to user needs and saved in different
formats for further use. Extended case/color options allow options for highlighting additional
information including known SNPs within the retrieved sequence. An alternative approach is to
employ the rsIDs to query dbSNP. Individual SNP records in dbSNP have FASTA formatted
sequence flanking the SNP in each direction. The flanking sequence given varies in size
depending on the length of the sequences in the cluster of dbSNP submissions that supports a
particular SNP. The flanking sequence can be copied and pasted for further use, or multiple
SNP flanking sequences can be retrieved through a batch submission. Protein sequences are
available through NCBI, ExPASy and other sources, and can also be derived from DNA/mRNA
sequences.
It is important to note that a DNA sequence encompassing a region with a SNP(s) retrieved
from a database may contain major and/or minor alleles. The reference human genome
sequence itself includes minor alleles at some positions. Thus, if your goal is to create a pure
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representation of the major alleles for a gene or sequence with minor alleles at only one or a
few specified positions, then careful attention must be paid to the starting sequence, and
comparison against a known “wild type” reference sequence from the literature or Genbank is
suggested first, followed by careful text editing to change nucleic acids to minor alleles as
desired. A nomenclature code, the IUPAC code15, is often employed in polymorphic nucleic acid
sequences because it allows the ambiguous specification of major and minor alleles in single
characters. This code is employed in dbSNP. For instance, although the APOE SNPs rs429358
and rs7412 are T>C and C>T changes, respectively, relative to the forward (or plus) strand of
the genome, both are represented in the IUPAC code as ‘Y’ which indicates that both ‘C’ and ‘T’
have been observed. Sequences in the IUPAC code format may be required for additional
software uses, whereas others may require users to translate IUPAC codes into their
representative sequences. Another consideration that needs to be taken into account is the
genome strand to which a sequence corresponds. Entries in dbSNP and other databases may
not represent sequences and variants relative to the forward strand, and genotyping assays can
be designed to target either strand. This can create confusion particularly with A<>T and C<>G
transversion SNPs where the strand may be difficult to infer since reverse complemented SNP
bases are similar. In such cases comparison of flanking or probe sequences to the reference
genome sequence often helps to resolve the SNP alleles relative to their strand. A number of
sequence manipulation tools can help format sequences for further uses (e.g., to take reverse
complements, translate DNA sequences to protein sequences) and are available as simple web
applications from EMBL-EBI under the heading of SRS tools.
Beyond the identification of SNPs and retrieval of accompanying sequences, a number
of other common bioinformatics task involve gathering more information on SNPs of interest.
Most of these tasks are satisfied through querying the databases discussed elsewhere in this
text, and mainly dbSNP. It is important to note that information such as SNP allele frequencies,
validation status and functional categorization may vary between builds of dbSNP and thus also
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among third party sources. One basic question often posed is: what functional category is a
SNP in? This is mainly determined via dbSNP records. SNPs in dbSNP are aligned to contigs
and one or more RefSeq mRNA/proteins to determine the functional category of the alleles. This
results in categorizations that include “locus-region” (near but not in a coding region), “coding”
(in a coding region but the further class is unknown), “utr” (untranslated region), “intron”, “splice
site” (in the first 2 or last 2 bases on an intron), “synonymous”, and “nonsynonymous”
(“missense”, “nonsense” or “frameshift”). No functional category indicates that a SNP is
intergenic relative to the applied contig and RefSeq annotations. Both APOE SNPs mentioned
here are classified as missense SNPs. Since a gene can have multiple isoforms, and genes
themselves can overlap, SNPs can truly fall within multiple functional categorizations. Functional
categorizations for lists of SNPs can be retrieved through dbSNP batch retrieval. A rapid
alternative is to upload rsIDs to the SNAP tool12 and select Output to include Gene Annotations
from GeneCruiser16 and select the proxy distance limit as ‘0’. At this time SNAP is limited only to
HapMap SNPs. SNAP has additional SNP annotation features including the ability to search for
alias rsIDs which can be useful in querying other tools and databases, as well as options to filter
and return information on SNP membership on commercial genotyping arrays. Another query
mechanism is to use NHLBI’s Genome Variation Server to conduct batch queries to retrieve
SNP information.
In deciding whether to pursue a targeted experiment or analysis of a SNP, or undertaking a
bioinformatics analysis of multiple SNPs, an important consideration can be the level of
confidence in the true existence of the SNPs of interest. SNP databases do contain records for
SNPs that are truly artifactual due to sequencing and submitter errors, errors in computational
identification, or generally weak evidence; or which are extremely rare or monomorphic in most
or all populations currently included in the database. Five categories of validation exist in
dbSNP, thus SNPs can have 0-5 types of validation: 1) multiple, independent submissions to
refSNPcluster support the SNP, 2) minor alleles have been observed on 2 or more
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chromosomes by frequency or genotype data, 3) by submitter confirmation, 4) all alleles have
been observed on 2 or more chromosomes each, and 5) by HapMap genotyping. It is important
to note SNPs genotyped in HapMap may be monomorphic in all samples typed. In dbSNP Build
129 the APOE SNPs rs429358 and rs7412 contain 4 and 3 types of validation, respectively,
indicating well validated SNPs. Most importantly the RefSNP cluster records show many
independent submissions supporting these variants.
Another common task is to retrieve all known SNPs that meet some criteria within specific
genes of interest (e.g., all SNPs with allele frequency information, or all coding SNPs, in APOE).
A simple approach is to search dbSNP by the gene name – APOE -- and click the tab for
“Human SNPs”. After selecting any SNP in the gene to view its RefSNP cluster report, one can
then select under the “GeneView” heading: “in gene region”, “cSNP”, “has frequency” or “double
hit”. This generates a sorted list of SNPs in the gene, or gene region, that meet the selected
criteria. Using the current version of dbSNP is often the safest strategy for this task since it is up
to date and maintained. A number of other tools developed to facilitate candidate gene-SNP
studies allow users to retrieve and display SNPs in genes with various filtering criteria including
NHLBI’s Genome Variation server and SNPLogic17. SNPLogic is a flexible tool that allows users
to build, save, filter, score and share SNP lists based on a wide range of criteria. Older
resources may also meet some users’ needs include SNP Function Portal18, SNPper19,
TAMAL20, MutDB21, PicSNP22 and GeneSNPs from the NIEHS.

Additional software for the conduct and interpretation of genetic analysis studies
The main text summarized many of the most commonly used types of software and
popular programs often employed by researchers. Here I provide discussion of some additional
software not already mentioned in the main text. Some additional tools for researchers
embarking on a genetic study who wish to do power calculations for sample size estimation are
9

PAWE-3D23 and CaTS24. Targeted genotyping projects may involve assay design by a
researcher and there are many programs available to assist with this process including
PrimerBatch3 which includes multiple SNP assay types25, Primer Z26, SNPbox27, SNPcutter28
and SNPicker29 (as part of SeqVista) for design of restriction enzyme digest-based assays, and
a popular general tool Primer3

30

. For labs handling high volumes of genotyping results a lab

information management system (LIMS) may be a desirable informatics capability, but
commercial solutions can be expensive. In an attempt to fill this need, a few freely available
LIMS have been developed to manage genotype and phenotype data including IGS31 and
T.I.M.S. for TaqMan assays32.
For those undertaking GWAS analyses an early concern is the careful application of
genotyping calling algorithms. The major algorithms and software are largely platform specific
(e.g., Affymetrix versus Illumina) and in some cases array-specific. Algorithms for Affymetrix
arrays include the chronological progression of RLMM33, BRLMM (Affy 500K) and Birdseed
(Affy 6.0 and unsupported calling for Affy 500K, Affy 5.0) both available from Affymetrix, and
CRLMM34. The authors of CRLMM find their algorithm equal to or better than the commercially
supplied BRLMM and Birdseed algorithms. Birdsuite35 supports SNP, CNV and CNP calling for
the Affy 6.0 array. Additional genotyping software for Affymetrix platforms includes CHIAMO36
(Affy 500K), AccuTyping37, and SNiPER-10

38

(Affy 10K) and SNiPER-HD39 (Affy500K). Those

conducting a DNA pooling approach should apply pooling-specific calling algorithms including
GenePool40 and MPDA41. Genotyping algorithms applicable to Illumina arrays include
Illuminus42 and GenoSNP43.
After genotypes are collected, cleaned and called researchers may want to examine and
potentially adjust for population structure and stratification, which can be a source of
confounding in association analyses. Implementations of parametric approaches are available in
STRUCTURE44, L-Pop45, POPGEN and LAMP46. Non-parametric approaches have gained favor
in recent years, particularly via the application of principal components analysis, and a number
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of software options are available including EIGENSTRAT47, AWclust48, POPGEN, and
PCASNPS49.
When a final genotyped or imputed set of SNPs is ready the selection of appropriate
tools for statistical association is a critical step. A number of popular software packages are
reviewed in the main text. Additional academic software packages exist (e.g., SNPTEST36) and
can be located on a comprehensive website frequently updated (see http://www.nslijgenetics.org/soft/). Commercial packages are also available for genetic analysis and include
HelixTree and SASgenetics. Thresholds for test significance in genetic analysis are often
determined a priori or implemented within statistical software. An R program “p_ACT.R” is
available for users who want perform sequential test correction among correlated SNPs50.
Particularly in the conduct of GWAS there is often more informatics to do after
association

p-values

are

generated,

including

plotting

results

(e.g.,

SNP-VISTA51,

GeneWindow52, GenMAPP53, and VizStruct54). Additional tools may be used to attempt pathway
(GSEA-SNP55, PrioritizerWGA56, DAVID57), ontology and literature (GRAIL58) mining of results,
or to search for epistasis (SNPHarvester59, PIA60). The use of GRAIL was recently shown to
predict an increased proportion of replicated true positive SNPs among GWAS results58.
Analyses of over-represented pathways among significant GWAS results have also indicated
expected and novel disease-specific pathways61. Eventually investigators may want to attempt
to identify a functional explanation for highly associated polymorphisms, and potentially plan
functional molecular experiments. Identifying strongly associated variants and those in LD
informs further efforts like re-sequencing, molecular experiments on candidate genes in the
region, and the prediction and validation of potential functional variants. The prediction of
“functional SNPs” is an active and evolving area of SNP bioinformatics which is discussed in
more detail in the next two sections.

SNP function prediction: protein altering variants
11

Since the earliest understanding of protein sequences it has been recognized that one of
the most likely mechanisms of functional variation is a change in protein sequence62. Thus, this
has been one of the most active areas of development in SNP bioinformatics. Software
addressing this question not only takes into account predicted effects on protein structure, but
also considers the specific protein cellular environments, evolutionary conservation of protein
sequence and structure, the physiochemical properties of the changed amino acids, critical
interacting residues and potential post-translational modifications62. Software relating to protein
altering variants is summarized in Supplemental Table 1. Some of these tools are static and
limited to a pre-calculated set of proteins or SNPs at the time of last development. Others allow,
or require, users to specify protein sequence, structure, multiple sequence alignments (MSA)
and/or SNP information. ExPASy is a reliable source for wild type protein sequences,
accessions for PDB (protein data bank) structures and for locating SNP positions in protein
sequence. The careful generation of MSAs can be a more complex task requiring users to
search for similar sequences across databases and generate and trim alignments. The
availability of homologous sequences and/or protein data bank structures can both limit and
affect the potential for nSNP bioinformatics analysis. Discussion of the nuances and
recommendations on these software can be found in recent reviews63,64, however in general
most software employs one or more of the approaches described above, but few attempt to be
comprehensive in their approach. Thus, it is often the experience of users that predictions are
not always in step across different software65, and it is important to remember that predictions
may not be robust, and may be parameter driven (e.g., dependent on the information available
for a particular protein). Among the available tools, SNPs3D offers one of the most innovative
and detailed interfaces to explore results66.
The best strategy when focusing on a limited number of genes and variants may be to
combine information from multiple prediction tools67, and carefully integrate results with what is
known about the protein in question. If the protein in question has been well studied and/or a
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crystal structure solved, then researchers may be able to determine through studying the
literature, or databases like ExPASy, whether the SNP is positioned to potentially effect an
important region of the protein (e.g., a soluble receptor surface with an interaction domain, a
residue that participates in a salt bridge, or a site that is phosphorylated in a signaling step).
More general physicochemical properties regarding particular types of amino acid changes can
also be considered to provide a subjective feeling of the likelihood a variant produces a major
change.

A

useful

site

has

been

established

with

information

on

this

topic

(http://www.russell.embl-heidelberg.de/aas/).
Polymorphisms resulting in premature termination codons (PTCs) may be found in the
SNP2NMD database68. Post-translation modifications which overlap with known SNPs can be
viewed in dbPTM69, PhosphoPOINT70, or in one a few multi-function prediction tools including FSNP71 and SNPeffect/Pupasuite72. Bioinformatics tools aimed at predicting functionality across
many categories are a popular area of recent development, and usually are constructed to
simply integrate information from multiple independent tools and databases. These tools can
save on user time and the need for expertise in having to collect sequences and IDs and run
analyses through independent software. Some of the tools attempt to provide SNP functionality
scores for prioritization, however the scoring systems are generally simplistic and have not been
systematically tested for their ability to truly predict functionality. A number of such multi-function
tools and their features are described in Supplemental Table 2.

SNP function prediction: regulatory variants
Efforts at predicting and annotating functional regulatory variation have been more
diffuse than those at predicting protein level functional variation. Variation can affect gene
regulation via a large number of potential mechanisms, and in some cases functional variation is
located in trans, or in cis and quite distant, from the regulated gene. Effects may also be very
context-specific (e.g., disease state, tissue, and epigenetic influences) making them more
13

difficult to isolate and study than protein-coding variants. The ENCODE project has surveyed in
a deep manner approximately 1% of the genome leading to new understanding of the
complexity of regulation at the transcript level, indicating that the genome is pervasively
transcribed73. The expansion of such detailed information to more of the genome, including
information on highly conserved sequences, and integration with data on genetic variation will
improve predictions of potential functional variants for further validation. This expansion of the
ENCODE project is underway and new data releases can be tracked at the UCSC Data
Coordination Center. The term structural regulatory SNP (srSNP) was introduced to describe
functional SNPs which affect the amount or character of RNA produced or translated, including
SNPs which affect transcription, splicing, degradation and translational efficiency74. Functional
surveys of genes in human tissues with allele-specific approaches indicate that srSNPs are
common and likely to affect the regulation of many genes74,75. A number of groups have
reported genome-wide efforts at characterizing SNP associations with gene expression (eSNPs)
in different tissues76-80. Combining SNPs and next generation expression arrays will lead to
enhanced understanding at the genome-wide level of the genetic regulation of splicing and exon
level expression79. There is increasing awareness that regulatory variants seem to contribute to
many of the association signals underlying common disease GWAS79,81, and thus srSNPs
represent an important functional class.
Principally bioinformatics approaches aimed at predicting functional regulatory variation
have focused on attempts to identify srSNPs that affect transcription or splicing (e.g., splicing
enhancer or repressor domains), largely via characterizing the creation or disruption of
consensus binding sequences (tools listed in Supplemental Table 3). There are numerous
examples of experimentally validated srSNPs that affect transcription or splicing, but a limitation
of bioinformatics predictions in these areas is that they generally predict a high rate of false
positives. Thus, proper experimental validation of functional mechanisms is always an important
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next step. Use of expanded functional data from later stages of the ENCODE project may prove
valuable in this area.
Abnormal splice variants can be very damaging, thus, a number of splice site prediction
tools have been developed that are geared toward evaluating de novo rare variants based on
input sequences. Another area of functional regulatory genetics involves effects on RNA
structure. Mutations disrupting tRNA structure or iron response elements (IREs) can lead to
disease82. A number of examples of common srSNPs affecting mRNA structures with
phenotypic consequences have also been reported83-85, and the importance of mRNA structure
in the regulation of transcription, degradation and translational efficiency is becoming more
apparent86, however, high-throughput mechanisms for studying RNA structure in situ currently
limit attempts at validation of such predictions.

An additional area of recent interest is

genetic effectors of miRNA regulation in disease87. Although few proven examples of variants in
miRNAs or their targets are known to affect disease87, a number of bioinformatics tools have
been established to facilitate such studies (see Supplemental Table 3). The expansion of tissue
collections, gene expression databases, related bioinformatics tools and databases like
ENCODE, and techniques such as allele specific expression approaches74,75 for assaying
regulatory mechanisms is likely to lead to further identification and validation of srSNPs which
impinge on human disease.

Additional areas of SNP bioinformatics
A small, but significant number of SNP bioinformatics tools do not fit well into other
categories in this review. These tools enable solutions to specific SNP-related problems, and
also provide potential ways to gain more from SNP-related data. Many software programs
related to SNP discovery and annotation from Sanger sequencing results and from EST
databases remain relevant including: PolyPhred88, PolyBayes89, SNPdetector90, ssahaSNP91,
DNannotator92, InSNP93, novoSNP94, SNP-PHAGE95, SeqDoC96 and PolyFreq97. An area of
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recent growth and activity involves software for rapid SNP discovery and annotation from next
generation sequencing reads including commercial software like Zoom, and academics efforts
like PyroBayes98, SeqMap99 and Rolexa100. Compression formats and whole genome sequence
representations have been suggested with likely implications for SNP representation in the
coming wealth of genome sequences101. Those with a need to create SNP masked sequences
of various types may find SNPmasker useful102.
Resources like OMIM and Pubmed are often useful in further pursuing biological
understanding of SNP associations. Furthermore, a number of SNP-literature search oriented
tools exist that may help researchers further mine and explore the potential biological
underpinnings of significant SNP associations including GAD and HuGE Navigator103, as well as
GRAIL58, G2D104, Prioritizer WGA56, Prospectr105, OSIRIS106, and MarkerInfoFinder107. Those
interested in intellectual property relating to SNPs can query the patent database with
nucleotide sequences related to the SNPs by selecting the patent database (pat) with NCBI
BLAST.
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Supplemental Table 1.
nSNP tool

Description

SNP input(s)

Align GV-GD108
109
AUTO-MUTE
110
Bongo
111
CanPredict

Grantham differences, MSA, classifiers
Multiple classifiers, stability changes
Residue interaction analysis, classification
Cancer mutation classification

MSA
PDB
PDB
seq

Cn3D

Visualization of MSA, structures, SNPs

coliSNP112
CUPSAT113
114
Swiss-PdbViewer
115
Foldx
116
I-mutant

Visualization of SNPs, solvent accessibility
Protein stability changes
Visualization of structures, mutation effects
Protein stability changes
Protein stability changes

LS-SNP117
MAPP118

Sequence, structure, MSA, SVM classifier
MSA, physicochemical, classifier

Mupro119
120
nsSNPAnalyzer
Parepro
PhD-SNP122

Multiple attribute SVM classification
Generates MSA, classifier, accessibility,
SIFT, environment, 2o structure
Multiple attribute SVM classification
Multiple attribute SVM classification

PANTHER123

MSA classification

seq

PolyDoms124

SIFT, PolyPhen, LS-SNP, OMIM, pathways,
Reactome interactions, visualization (PDB)
Generates MSA, multiple attribute classifier
Protein stability changes
Multiple attribute neural network classifier
Multiple attribute SVM classification
MSA, physicochemical classification
SNPs in Pfam/SCOP protein domains
Multiple attribute SVM classification
Visualization of MSA, structures, SNPs

125

http://www.mobioinfor.cn/parepro/index.htm
http://gpcr2.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/predictors/
PhD-SNP/PhD-SNP.cgi
http://www.pantherdb.org/tools/
csnpScoreForm.jsp
http://polydoms.cchmc.org/polydoms/

126 (or seq)
PDB
MSA
seq, PDB
129 (or seq)
123
128
125

http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph/
http://babylone.ulb.ac.be/popmusic/
http://mmb2.pcb.ub.es:8080/PMut/
http://sapred.cbi.pku.edu.cn/
http://sift.jcvi.org/
http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SnpNavigator/
http://www.snps3d.org/
http://glinka.bio.neu.edu/StSNP/

121

PolyPhen125
126
PoPMuSiC
PMUT127
128
SAPRED
129
SIFT
130
SNP@domain
66
SNPs3D
StructureSNP131

URL

http://agvgd.iarc.fr/index.php
http://proteins.gmu.edu/automute/
http://www.bongo.cl.cam.ac.uk/Bongo/
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/Research/
genentech/canpredict/
129 (via dbSNP) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/
CN3D/cn3d.shtml
129 (PDB)
http://yayoi.kansai.jaea.go.jp/colisnp/
PDB
http://cupsat.tu-bs.de/
PDB
http://spdbv.vital-it.ch/
PDB
http://foldx.crg.es/foldx.jsp
seq, PDB
http://gpcr2.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/predictors/
I-Mutant2.0/I-Mutant2.0.cgi
126
http://modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/LS-SNP/
MSA
http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/
downloads/MAPP/index.html
seq, PDB
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~baldig/mutation.html
seq
http://snpanalyzer.utmem.edu/
MSA
seq, PDB
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Supplemental Table 2.
Multi-function tool

Description

F-SNP (v. 1.0)71

nSNP (PolyPhen, SIFT, SNPeffect, LS-SNP, 126
SNPs3D), splicing, TFBS, microRNA,
conservation, post-translational
modifications, (559,322 SNPs analyzed)
similar to VisualSNP but allows de novo
n/a
SNP analysis, multi-species
nSNP (PolyPhen), TFBS, splicing
128

http://compbio.cs.queensu.ca/F-SNP/

nSNP (SIFT), Swissprot and literature
annotation of nSNPs

126

http://mutdb.org/cgi-bin/mutdb.pl

PolyMAPr

135

nSNP (PolyPhen), TFBS, splicing, de novo

n/a

requires download (author contact)

PupaSuite (v. 2.0.0)136

nSNP categorization, TFBS, microRNA,
Promoter flexibility, conservation, splicing,
multi-species, de novo SNP analysis
(4,965,073 SNPs analyzed)

126

http://bioinfo.cipf.es/pupasuite/www/

Snap137

visualization of SNPs with overlapping
annotations (protein domains, splicing,
post-translation modification sites)

128

http://snap.humgen.au.dk/

SNPeffect (v. 3.0)72

nSNP affects on stability, folding, dynamics, 125
aggregation, interaction sites, posttranslation modifications, turn-over, cellular
localization (133,505 SNPs analyzed)

http://snpeffect.vib.be/

nSNP (LS-SNP), TFBS, conservation,
splice site, CpG island, methylation,
microRNA, gene ontology, literature,
Tajima’s D, repeat mask/info

126

http://brainarray.mbni.med.umich.edu/
Brainarray/Database/SearchSNP/
snpfunc.aspx

TFBS, conservation, splicing

126

http://snp.wustl.edu/cgi-bin/SNPseek/index.cgi

conservation, regulatory potential, repeat
info

126

http://snpselector.duhs.duke.edu/

only SNPs in exons or splice sites are
analyzed, nSNP (SIFT), splicing

126

http://genepipe.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/visualsnp/

FANS

132

FastSNP133
mutDB134

SNP Function Portal

SNPseek
SNPselector

139

VisualSNP (v. 2.4)

138

dbSNPbuild

URL

http://fans.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/fans/
http://fastsnp.ibms.sinica.edu.tw/
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Supplemental Table 3.
Regulatory function tool Description

dbSNPbuild

URL

Automated Splice Site
140
Analyses

Multiple analyses of mutation effects on
splicing

121

https://splice.uwo.ca/

Human Splicing Finder Multiple analyses of mutation effects on
splicing

n/a

http://www.umd.be/HSF/

mRNA bySNP browser76 Database of gene expression associated
SNPs

limited to 410K http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/liang/ asthma/
Affymetrix SNPs

Patrocles

141

SNPs in miRNAs, 3’UTR miRNA targets,
genes in involved in miRNA processing,
multi-species

128
http://www.patrocles.org/
(in beta release)

PolymiRTS142

SNPs in 3’UTR of predicted miRNA targets 126
(using TargetScan), multi-species

http://compbio.utmem.edu/miRSNP/ home.php

PromoLign143

Multi-species alignment of promoters,
TFBS, SNPs (6,471 genes, 80,436 SNPs)

118

http://polly.wustl.edu/promolign/main.html

SNPExpress

Database of gene expression associated
SNPs (93 cortex samples, 80 PBMC
samples)

limited to
Illumina 550K
SNPs

http://people.genome.duke.edu/~dg48/ SNPExpress/
(available for download)

SNP@promoter144

SNPs in predicted TFBS (Transfac 7.0)

126

http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SNPatPromoter/

79

See also most of the multi-function tools in Supplemental Table 2 which include regulatory prediction
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Supplemental Table 4. SNP bioinformatics related tools and databases in order as mentioned.
Overview of SNP bioinformatics.
dbSNP
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/
SNAP
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/snap/
HUGO/HGNC
http://genenames.org/
SNP databases.
dbSNP
HapMap
1000 Genomes Project
JSNP
ThaiSNP database
Taiwan-Han Chinese SNP
SNP@ethnos
CEPH genotype database
ALFRED
BioMart
SPSmart
GVS
UCSC Table Browser
HGVS
The Waystation
LOVD
UMD
Mutalzyer
OMIM
HGMD
MitoMap
COSMIC
GAC
TP53 database
GeneTests
EuroGenTest
Swissprot/ExPASy
UCSC BLAT tool
SNAP
Gen2Phen
HuGE Navigator
GAD
dbGAP

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/
http://www.hapmap.org/
http://www.1000genomes.org
http://snp.ims.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
http://www4a.biotec.or.th/thaisnp/db
http://genepipe.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/thcsd/
http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SNPatETHNIC/
http://www.cephb.fr/en/cephdb/
http://alfred.med.yale.edu/
http://www.biomart.org/
http://spsmart.cesga.es/
http://gvs-p.gs.washington.edu/GVS/
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgTables
http://www.hgvs.org/
http://www.centralmutations.org/
http://www.lovd.nl/2.0/
http://www.umd.be/
http://www.humgen.nl/mutalyzer/1.0.1/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=omim
http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php
http://www.mitomap.org/
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/genetics/CGP/cosmic/
http://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/resources/databases/gac/index.cfm
http://www-p53.iarc.fr/
http://www.genetests.org/
http://www.eurogentest.org/
http://ca.expasy.org/
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/snap/
http://www.gen2phen.org/
http://www.hugenavigator.net/
http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=gap
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NHGRI Catalog of GWAS
HGVbaseG2P
Open Access GWAS db
SNPedia

http://www.genome.gov/gwastudies/
http://www.hgvbaseg2p.org/index
http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2350/10/6
http://www.snpedia.com/

Basic SNP bioinformatics tasks and strategies.
dbSNP
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/
UCSC LiftOver tool
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver
Swissprot/ExPASy
http://ca.expasy.org/
snpBLAST tool
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp_blastByOrg.cgi
UCSC BLAT tool
http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat
UCSC genome browser
http://genome.ucsc.edu/
Genbank
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank/
EMBL-EBI SRS tools
http://srs.ebi.ac.uk/srsbin/cgi-bin/wgetz?-page+applSelect
SNAP
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/snap/
GeneCruiser
http://genecruiser.broad.mit.edu/genecruiser3/
GVS
http://gvs-p.gs.washington.edu/GVS/
SNPLogic
http://www.snplogic.org/
SNP Function Portal
http://brainarray.mbni.med.umich.edu/Brainarray/Database/SearchSNP/snpfunc.aspx
SNPper
http://snpper.chip.org/
TAMAL
http://neoref.ils.unc.edu/tamal/
MutDB
http://mutdb.org/
PicSNP
http://plaza.umin.ac.jp/~hchang/picsnp/
GeneSNPs
http://www.genome.utah.edu/genesnps/
Software for the conduct and interpretation of genetic analysis studies.
Web collection of software
http://www.nslij-genetics.org/soft/
haplo.stats_R
http://mayoresearch.mayo.edu/mayo/research/schaid_lab/software.cfm
Genetic Power Calculator
http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/gpc/
PAWE-3D
http://linkage.rockefeller.edu/pawe3d/
CaTS
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/CaTS/
PIAGE
http://www.dkfz.de/en/klepidemiologie/software/software.html
BatchPrimer3
http://probes.pw.usda.gov/batchprimer3/
Primer Z
http://genepipe.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/primerz/
SNPbox
http://www.snpbox.org/
SNP Cutter
http://bioinfo.bsd.uchicago.edu/SNP_cutter.htm
SNPicker (part of SeqVISTA)
http://zlab.bu.edu/SeqVISTA/
Primer3
http://primer3.sourceforge.net/
T.I.M.S.
http://www.bioinformatics.org/macroshack/prog_list.html
RLMM
via Bioconductor or the authors
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BRLMM
Birdseed
CRLMM
BirdSuite
CHIAMO
AccuTyping
SNiPER-10
SNiPER-HD
GENEPOOL
MPDA
Illuminus
GenoSNP
IGG
SNAP
SNP-HWE
STRUCTURE
L-Pop
POPGEN
LAMP
EIGENSTRAT
AWClust
PCASNPS
PLINK
MACH
IMPUTE
BEAGLE
BimBam
TUNA
Bioconductor
Mendel
MERLIN
SNPTEST
Genomizer
GHOST
GenAbel
ProbAbel
FBAT
QTDT
PowerMarker
FamHap

commercial
commercial
via Bioconductor or the authors
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/birdsuite/
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/%7Emarchini/software/gwas/chiamo.html
http://www2.umdnj.edu/lilabweb/Publications/AccuTyping.html
http://www.tgen.org/neurogenomics/data
http://www.tgen.org/neurogenomics/data
http://genepool.tgen.org/
http://www.stat.sinica.edu.tw/hsinchou/genetics/pooledDNA/mpda.htm
http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~tgc/illuminus_documentation.htm
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~giannoul/GenoSNP/
http://bioinfo.hku.hk:13080/iggweb/home.htm
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/snap/
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/Exact/
http://pritch.bsd.uchicago.edu/structure.html
http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/lpop/
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/%7Emarchini/software.html#popgen
http://lamp.icsi.berkeley.edu/lamp/
http://genepath.med.harvard.edu/~reich/Software.htm
http://awclust.sourceforge.net/
http://www.cs.rpi.edu/~drinep/PCASNPS/
http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/MaCH/
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~marchini/software/gwas/impute.html
http://www.stat.auckland.ac.nz/~browning/beagle/beagle.html
http://stephenslab.uchicago.edu/software.html
http://www.stat.uchicago.edu/~wen/tuna/
http://www.bioconductor.org/
http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/software/mendel
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/Merlin/
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/~marchini/software/gwas/snptest.html
http://www.ikmb.uni-kiel.de/genomizer/
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/chen/ghost/
http://mga.bionet.nsc.ru/nlru/GenABEL/
http://mga.bionet.nsc.ru/~yurii/ABEL/
http://www.biostat.harvard.edu/~fbat/fbat.htm
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/QTDT/
http://statgen.ncsu.edu/powermarker/
http://famhap.meb.uni-bonn.de/
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HelixTree
SASgenetics
p_ACT
METAL
WGAViewer
SNP-VISTA
GeneWindow
GenMAPP
VizStruct
GWAS GUI
AssociationViewer
SNAP
Haploview
GSEA-SNP
PrioritizerWGA
DAVID
GRAIL
SNPHarvester
PIA

commercial
commercial
http://csg.sph.umich.edu/boehnke/p_act.php
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/abecasis/Metal/
http://people.genome.duke.edu/~dg48/WGAViewer/
http://genome.lbl.gov/vista/snpvista/
http://genewindow.nci.nih.gov/
http://www.genmapp.org/
http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/DBGROUP/bioinformatics/supplementary/vizstruct/vizstruct.html
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/weich/browser/
http://associationviewer.vital-it.ch/
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/snap/
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/haploview/
http://www.nr.no/pages/samba/area_emr_smbi_gseasnp
http://bio-informatics.gr/content/view/24/39/
http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/grail/
http://bioinformatics.ust.hk/SNPHarvester.html
http://www3.cancer.gov/intra/lhc/PIA2-distribution.zip

SNP function prediction: protein altering variants
Align GV-GD
http://agvgd.iarc.fr/index.php
AUTO-MUTE
http://proteins.gmu.edu/automute/
Bongo
http://www.bongo.cl.cam.ac.uk/Bongo/
CanPredict
http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/Research/genentech/canpredict/
Cn3D
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/CN3D/cn3d.shtml
coliSNP
http://yayoi.kansai.jaea.go.jp/colisnp/
CUPSAT
http://cupsat.tu-bs.de/
Swiss-PdbViewer
http://spdbv.vital-it.ch/
Foldx
http://foldx.crg.es/foldx.jsp
I-mutant
http://gpcr2.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/predictors/I-Mutant2.0/I-Mutant2.0.cgi
LS-SNP
http://modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/LS-SNP/
MAPP
http://mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/MAPP/index.html
Mupro
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~baldig/mutation.html
nsSNPAnalyzer
http://snpanalyzer.utmem.edu/
Parepro
http://www.mobioinfor.cn/parepro/index.htm
PhD-SNP
http://gpcr2.biocomp.unibo.it/cgi/predictors/PhD-SNP/PhD-SNP.cgi
PANTHER
http://www.pantherdb.org/tools/csnpScoreForm.jsp
PolyDoms
http://polydoms.cchmc.org/polydoms/
PolyPhen
http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph/
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PoPMuSiC
PMUT
SAPRED
SIFT
SNP@domain
SNPs3D
StructureSNP
Swissprot/ExPASy
PDB
Amino acid change
SNP2NMD
dbPTM
PhosphoPOINT
F-SNP
SNPeffect
Pupasuite
FANS
FastSNP
mutDB
PolyMAPr
Snap
SNP function portal
SNPseek
SNPselector
VisualSNP

http://babylone.ulb.ac.be/popmusic/
http://mmb2.pcb.ub.es:8080/PMut/
http://sapred.cbi.pku.edu.cn/
http://sift.jcvi.org/
http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SnpNavigator/
http://www.snps3d.org/
http://glinka.bio.neu.edu/StSNP/
http://ca.expasy.org/
http://www.wwpdb.org/
http://www.russell.embl-heidelberg.de/aas/
http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SNP2NMD/
http://dbptm.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/
http://kinase.bioinformatics.tw/
http://compbio.cs.queensu.ca/F-SNP/
http://snpeffect.vib.be/
http://bioinfo.cipf.es/pupasuite/www/
http://fans.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/fans/input.do
http://fastsnp.ibms.sinica.edu.tw/pages/input_CandidateGeneSearch.jsp
http://mutdb.org/
via the author
http://snap.humgen.au.dk/
http://brainarray.mbni.med.umich.edu/Brainarray/Database/SearchSNP/snpfunc.aspx
http://snp.wustl.edu/cgi-bin/SNPseek/index.cgi
http://snpselector.duhs.duke.edu/
http://genepipe.ngc.sinica.edu.tw/visualsnp/

SNP function prediction: regulatory variants
ENCODE project data
http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/
Automated Splice Site
https://splice.uwo.ca/
Human Splicing Finder
http://www.umd.be/HSF/
mRNA bySNP browser
http://www.sph.umich.edu/csg/liang/ asthma/
Patrocles
http://www.patrocles.org/
PolymiRTS
http://compbio.utmem.edu/miRSNP/home.php
PromoLign
http://polly.wustl.edu/promolign/main.html
SNPExpress
http://people.genome.duke.edu/~dg48/ SNPExpress/
SNP@promoter
http://variome.kobic.re.kr/SNPatPromoter/
Other areas of SNP bioinformatics
PolyPhred
http://droog.gs.washington.edu/polyphred/
PolyBayes
http://genome.wustl.edu/tools/software/polybayes.cgi
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SNPDetector
ssahaSNP
DNannotator
InSNP
novoSNP
SNP-PHAGE
SeqDoC
PolyFreq
ZOOM
PyroBayes
SeqMap
Rolexa
SNPmasker
GAD
HuGE Navigator
GRAIL
G2D
Prioritizer WGA
Prospectr
OSIRIS
MarkerInfo Finder
NCBI BLAST

http://lpg.nci.nih.gov/
http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/analysis/ssahaSNP/
http://bioinfo.bsd.uchicago.edu/DNannotator.htm
http://www.mucosa.de/insnp/
http://www.molgen.ua.ac.be/bioinfo/novosnp/
http://bfgl.anri.barc.usda.gov/ML/snp-phage/
http://research.imb.uq.edu.au/seqdoc/
as a supplement
commercial
http://bioinformatics.bc.edu/marthlab/
http://biogibbs.stanford.edu/~jiangh/SeqMap/
http://bbcf.epfl.ch/view/BBCF/BBCFResources
http://bioinfo.ebc.ee/snpmasker/
http://geneticassociationdb.nih.gov/
http://www.hugenavigator.net/
http://www.broad.mit.edu/mpg/grail/
http://www.ogic.ca/projects/g2d_2/
http://bio-informatics.gr/content/view/24/39/
http://www.genetics.med.ed.ac.uk/prospectr/
http://ibi.imim.es/OSIRISv1.2.html
http://brainarray.mbni.med.umich.edu/Brainarray/DataMining/MarkerInfoFinder/
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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